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It is strange to constantly hear the accusation that many national-Catalanists make against

the rest of Spaniards of being "Francoists" or that territories such as Castilla have

"permanence of Francoism." If there is a Spanish territory that benefited from the Franco

regime, that is Catalonia. And if there is a territory - next to the Basque Country - where

Franco's nationalism left habits, ways of acting and understanding the reality that were

immediately transmitted and integrated with national-Catalanism, it is of course the entire

interior Catalonia.

Catalonia won the civil war together with Franco: the elites, the big bourgeoisie fled to

Burgos and went to the enemy or hid to prevent the republicans from annihilating them;

they all returned to leave with Franco's troops, recovered their businesses and took

vicious revenge for the persecution. Then they became even richer, protected by laws that

subdued and intimidated the workers and encouraged speculation on the great Catalan

fortunes. But that was not all. The shopkeepers, merchants and small businessmen, of

whom Catalonia was so populated at that time, the peasants of some land, were also

happy that Franco expelled those who had confiscated their factories or lands, had

nationalized or socialized them. As economic history studies show,
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All inland Catalonia, Carlist Catalonia, the parents and grandparents of the Llach,

Junqueras and Puigdemont, won the war with Franco. Because the Carlists were the ones

who really won, not the Falangists, who were few and without support. Carlist Catalonia

won the war with Franco.

The repression in Madrid, the red and laborer city, so hated by Franco and the right wing,

was greater, much greater than in Barcelona. There were a handful of supposedly left-

wing Catalanists who were able to flee across the border, while in Madrid the Republicans

stayed to build a resistance that ended up on the wall. In general, Franco did not kill

Catalanists (Companys is only a case, sad and symbolic, but a case). Because the

Catalanists were either rich and had supported him, or had fled to France (and some

returned, many to occupy their positions or better). As in the Basque Country, the Catalan

bourgeoisie that had become the Republic received, at most, fines. Who Franco killed was

the anarchists,

“If the fiscal balance is unfavorable
to rich territories (which includes
Madrid, of course), the demographic
and economic balance is
unfavorable to Castilla and its
Extremadura.

If it was the Castilian, Murcian, Andalusian and Extremaduran immigrants who, together

with the Catalan workers, founded the economic power of Catalonia, it is extraordinarily

painful to hear again and again the insult of the disparity of the fiscal balances. After all,

those who emigrate from a land are usually always the youngest, the strongest and the

most capable and with this they decapitate the social capacity for progress in the place

from which they are leaving. The economic success of Catalonia is built in an important

part with the condemnation of the decline in other territories.

What's more: Franco's development plans, especially the so-called "stabilization plan" of

1959, which were lethal for Castile, were drafted and thought above all by Catalans. Some

of them, such as Joan Sardà Dexeus, an economist in the ERC orbit, who during the war

had worked with Companys and whom, far from imprisoning, the Franco regime called him

to prepare a liberalization that would tear away the few defenses that the workers had:

because that was good for filling Catalonia with cheap labor, emigrants, that the Catalan

industry needed.

And even more: Franco's Catalan planners conspired with all conspiring to reduce Castilla

to a predominantly agricultural land: all Francoist plans invested in industrial development

in Catalonia and the Basque Country (25% of the total investments of the Francoist

National Institute of Industry went to the province of Barcelona for just a few tenths for the

whole of Castile, including Madrid). But those same plans only foresaw irrigation and

agrarian planning for Castile, forever plunging a territory larger than many European

countries into economic dependence and industrial underdevelopment. In this way,
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Conversations

Catalan (and Basque) industry received cheap and docile labor and future competition

was avoided.

Of those powders, these muds. Franco's nationalism became Catalanist when the

transition arrived: hundreds of Francoist mayors, court attorneys, and those elected by a

third of the families went overnight to CiU and ERC. Nationalism is nationalism, it does not

vary more than the name. The buried fascism of a good part of current national-

Catalanism is very well explained in this way, due to its continuity with Franco's fascism.

If we have to rebuild bridges - and I am a firm supporter of this - it is necessary that the

good people of Catalonia understand the role played by their land in the economic and

social underdevelopment of Castile. If the fiscal balance is unfavorable to rich territories

(which includes Madrid, of course), the demographic and economic balance is unfavorable

to Castilla and its Extremadura. The Catalans can complain of little investment in roads, of

having to pay tolls. But they must bear in mind that its development has cost us not only

an economic disadvantage, but also the physical and biological disappearance. And the

cultural genocide of towns and more Castilian and Extremaduran towns in which their own

culture has disappeared to feed the outskirts of Barcelona with emigrants and their

children and grandchildren, who now speak Catalan,
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Francisco Mujal Tasende
Excelente crónica, descrita sin amargura pero realmente cuenta lo que ocurrio
después de la guerra civil, mano de obra barata y facil de explotar y tenerla
sumisa frente a los patrones, esto me hace recordar que en la actualidad con la
bajada salarial se repite el mismo ciclo de explotación, la parte positiva para los
industriales es que está aumentndo la exportación gracias a la explotación
obrera, felicidades al autor del a crónica por su claridad, gracias por su
aportación,
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Miguel Noguera Fernandez
Sin duda tienes toda la razón , pero como vivimos en la dualidad de las cosas
...nos vemos obligados a pensar en una cosa y su contaria ,y nace la pregunta "
...¿esto ocurrió de forma natural y lógica por la naturaleza de la industria y la
economía ...o ..pretendían otro interés de tipo político ? ...es casual que los
territorios más opositores a la idea de unidad de España sean los beneficiarios
de tanta bondad económica o se buscaba inundar estos territorios de gente
inmigrantes ...generalmente de bajo nivel social ..con el solo fin de dividir la
resistencia ....no se " pero el nacimiento de Tabárnia ..da mucho que pensar ,¿
Es C's el gobierno de la quinata columna en tierras catalanas ? ....me da esa
impresión "
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Manuel Herranz Montero
Buena crónica concentrada. Mi aportación particular en parecida dirección, algo
mas extensa: 
https://www.academia.edu/.../EL_PROCESO_D_SECESI%C3%93N... 
https://www.academia.edu/.../2. EL PROCESO DE SECESI%C3...
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